Disease has become a bureaucratic—and, thus, social and administrative—as well as biological and conceptual—entity.

What do I mean when I describe disease as a "social entity"? I refer to a web of practice guidelines, disease protocols, laboratory and imaging results, meta-analyses, and consensus conferences. These practices and procedures have over time come to constitute a seemingly objective and inescapable framework of disease categories, a framework that increasingly specifies diagnostic criteria and dictates appropriate therapeutic choices. In America's peculiar hybrid health-care system, layers of hospital and managed care administrators enforce these disease-based guidelines. The past generation's revolution in information technology has only exacerbated the circumstances in which it is made available. It is a set of attitudes and expectations postmodern as well as quintessentially modern.

We are all “medical citizens,” embedded as potential or actual patients, with physicians, in a system of social, moral, and organizational understandings. So writes Monrad professor of the social sciences Charles E. Rosenberg in Our Present Complaint: American Medicine, Then and Now (Johns Hopkins, $50; $19.95 paper), touching on sources of unease.
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